Abstract. This paper presents an approach for specifying complex, structured systems with Evolving Algebras by means of aggregation and composition. Evolving algebras provide a formal method for executable speci cations which has been employed for specifying several algorithms and programming languages. With its transition system-like rule-based syntax, the concept is as well very intuitive as well-suited for formal reasoning and veri cation.
Introduction
Formal speci cation methods gain increasing interest in system design and validation. Their application to complex tasks, for instance work ow systems, requires structuring capabilities of the formal framework.
Evolving Algebras Gur91] provide a formal description of operational semantics for algorithms in an easy-to-understanding way, tailored to the natural abstraction level of the algorithm. They have been employed for specifying several algorithms and operational semantics of programming languages. With its formal, transition-system like rule-based syntax, the concept is also well-suited for formal reasoning and veri cation.
Evolving Algebra speci cations are directly executable GH94, BP95] t h us, because of their clear and intuitive concept they are well-suited for prototyping, testing, and simulating systems in the design and development phase.
Specifying Complex and Structured Systems with Evolving Algebras
On the other side, the at concept, based on elementary updates, provides no means for specifying encapsulation, communication, or any system structure: In every state, all rules have equal rights, \seeing" all data and communicating implicitly via the whole signature. The \length" of a computation in the sense of rule applications introduces an implicit notion of time. Additional rules for synchronization have to be applied, which impair the clear and intuitive specication. Thus, semantical, higher-level structuring devices for Evolving Algebras seem appropriate for specifying real-world complex systems.
In this paper, a concept for equipping Evolving Algebras with a modular structure allowing to build up complex systems from simpler ones by several combinators is worked out: Transitions regarded as atomic on the corresponding level are allowed to be carried out by computations of sub-Evolving-Algebras running in isolation on an own signature, communicating via distinguished locations of the shared part of the signatures. Thus, subsystems provide a natural way of encapsulating data and internal behaviour. Their behaviour is aggregated to atomic transitions on the upper level.
The paper is structured as follows: In the next section, the classical concept of Evolving Algebras as presented in Gur94] is reviewed and a motivating example is pointed out. Section 3 relates computations of Evolving Algebras to sequences of rst-order interpretations, setting the base for a logical treatment. In Section 4, some combinators for structuring systems of Evolving Algebras are presented. Section 5 formally de nes the notion of systems of Evolving Algebras and gives an operational model for structured Evolving Algebras as constructs of simple Evolving Algebras. Section 6 completes the work with an overview of related work and some concluding remarks.
Evolving Algebras
Evolving Algebras 2 Gur88, Gur91, G u r 9 4 ] are transition systems whose states are static algebras, ie rst-order interpretations over a functional signature . The transition relation is speci ed by rules describing the modi cations of the interpretation of the function symbols from one state to another.
For static algebras, the most concepts are taken over from predicate logic: the signature of a static algebra is a nite set of function symbols,each with a xed arity. Terms are de ned as usual.
A static algebra A = (A S) over a signature consists of a non-emtpy set S (superuniverse) and an interpretation A of the function symbols, A(f) : S ord(f) ! S . As usual, A can be extended straightforwardly to an evaluation of terms. For an n-ary function symbolf 2 a n d s 1 : : : s n 2 S , ( f s 1 : : : s n ) i s a location over and S. In order to handle partial functions, includes a constant undef which i s i n terpreted as the element undef 2 S . Additionally, includes the constants true and false, mapped to the universe Bool := ftrue falseg S .
The only relation in static algebras is the equality relation. With the universe Bool, e v ery relation can be represented by its characteristic function. For a static algebra A = ( A S) and a function symbol, its domain is de ned as dom(f) : = f(s 1 : : : s ord(f) ) 2 S ord(f) j (A(f))(s 1 : : : s ord(f) ) 6 = undef g : Furthermore, dom(A) : = f(f s 1 : : : s n ) j f 2 s i 2 S g is a subset of the set of locations over and S.
An Evolving Algebra is given by an initial state Z(E) ( w h i c h also gives the interpretation of state-independent function symbols for all states) and a set R(E) of transition rules describing the change of the interpretation of statedependent function symbolsinaPascal-like s y n tax. Signature and superuniverse are constant o ver all states, so there is a signature (E) and a superuniverse S(E).
De nition 1 An elementary update u is an update of the interpretation of a function symbol at one location: u : f(t 1 : : : t n ) := t 0 , w h e r e f is an n-ary function symbol and t i are terms.
The set of rules is de ned by structural induction as follows:
If u is an elementary update, then u is a rule. If r 1 : : : r n are rules, then r 1 : : : r n is a rule (\block"). If g 1 : : : g k are boolean terms over (\guards") and r 1 : : : r k+1 are rules, then r = if g 1 then r 1 elsif g 2 then r 2 elsif : : : elsif g k then r k else r k+1 endif is a rule. A program of an Evolving Algebra is a nite set of rules.
A rule schema is a rule containing free variables, standing for all its ground instances. As in logic programming, a rule schema is safe i all variables occurring free on the left side of an updates also occur positively in a corresponding guard. Thus, on nite interpretations, execution of safe rule schemas can be done by executing nitely many ground instances.
De nition 2 An update over a signature and a superuniverse S is a pair (` s), w h e r e`is a location and s 2 S . De nition 3 Let A be a static algebra.
For r f(t 1 : : : t n ) : = t 0 , Upd(r A) : = f(f A(t 1 ) : : : A(t n ) A(t 0 ))g. For a block r r 1 : : : r n , Upd(r A) : = Upd(r 1 A) : : : Upd(r n A).
For a rule r if g 1 then r 1 elsif g 2 then r 2 : : : elsif g k then r k else r k+1 endif and A j = g i and A 6 j = g j for all j < i , Upd(r A) : = Upd(r i A). If A 6 j = g j for all j, t h e n Upd(r A) : = Upd(r k+1 A). well: If one orders champagne and orange, a mix is produced. Now, imagine that C and O stand for more complex processes { the output is a function computed from the input, and should also be speci ed by rules. Since all rules are united in one set, there is no encapsulation or synchronization. In contrary, the \length" of a computation in the sense of rule applications introduces an implicit, formulation-dependent notion of time. It is very unlikely that c = glass and o = glassat some point of that implicit time. Thus nobody will get a mixed drink, even if he orders both components. Thus, semantical, formulation-independent higher-level structuring devices for Evolving Algebras seem appropriate for specifying real-world complex systems.
3 Model-Theoretic Characterization An Evolving Algebra E with a program R de nes a linear state space, covering the classical notion of (deterministic) algorithms. In the following, let R denote the temporal successor relation in this state space: R(A B) , B = R(A). Let R denote the transitive closure of R.
A set of updates can also be seen as a partial static algebra over . Then, parallel execution of sets of updates corresponds to taking the union of partial algebras, and application of a set of updates corresponds to overwriting a static algebra with a partial static algebra.
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De nition 6 Let A be a static algebra and r a ground rule. This semantics can be axiomatized by a non-monotonic consequence relation as follows: j is used as an auxiliary relation which represents inheritable information, whereas`represents the non-monotonic consequence relation. In the following, let f be an n-ary function symbol and s s 1 : : : s n elements of the superuniverse.
T(A r C) r applied to A modi es (f s For subsequent steps, where a hierarchically structured state space is introduced, it is preferable to work with static algebras with two qualities of truth instead of partial algebras. In the auxiliary states, is has to be distinguished between \safe" knowledge derived by the updates and frame knowledge taken over from the state where the rule is applied. The relation`, de ned by the above inference system describes the \safe" knowledge of the states. A second truth relation, j = , then gives the state \as is", including frame knowledge: In the auxiliary states, { in Fig. 1 those C such that there exists an A such that T(A C) { j = C :=j = A ] C . I n the main states, j = =. F or initial states,`Z:= j = Z j dom(Z) .
With these de nitions, there is a homogenous state space where j = is total in every state and`is partial j = corresponds to the notion of "model" whereasc orresponds to derivability wrt. the current subsystem.
Structured Evolving Algebras: Complex Computations Instead of Elementary Rules
Instead of computing the auxiliary states by applying a single rule in a state, they can be computed by a complex computation, ie by running an Evolving Algebra on this state: If E is an Evolving Algebra, then if g then call E is a rule. Rules like this are applied by initializing E and running R(E) until a xpoint is reached. The accumulated net-updates of these subcomputations are given back as one aggregated update as shown in Figure 2 . Communication in both directions is done via locations. Logically, a hierarchical structure as shown in Figure 3 is obtained. There is an additional accessibility relation Q representing the call of another Evolving Algebra. The substructures (represented by shaded boxes) are not necessarily isolated but can have s e v eral states in common. Thus the whole structure can also be seen as a homogenous state space with several accessibility relations Q S T R 1 R 2 : : : , where each o f t h e accessibility relations is deterministic (but, in general there are R 1 (A B) and R 2 (A C) w i t h B 6 = C). Based on this concept, arbitrary possibilities for structuring programs and computations can be provided: A static algebra can be handed over at certain situations to another set of rules. The encapsulated p arallel composition has already been introduced in Figure 2 : Every visible atomic transition is a complete execution of an Evolving Algebra. Also, a joined p arallel composition of Evolving Algebras can be de ned. The initialization of a joined parallel system is done when starting the system by joining the initializations of all subsystems. The visible atomic transitions of a joined parallel system are R 1 R 2 : : : R n , the whole system behaves like (Z 1 : : : Z n R 1 : : : R n ).
Also, Evolving Algebras can be executed sequentially:
if g then call name 1 call name 2 : : : call name n Since every Evolving Algebra is initialized and executed until it reaches a xpoint and then the resulting state is given to the next Evolving Algebra, this is an encapsulated s e quential composition (see Figure 4) . A (n;1) ] Z n R n (A (n;1) ] Z n ) = E n (E n;1 (: : : (E 1 (A)))) 
De nition 14 The set E of systems of Evolving Algebras is de ned as follows:
If A is a static algebra, then A is an expression in E. If r is an Evolving Algebra rule, then frg is an expression in E. If g is a boolean term and E 2 E, then fif g then Eg is an expression in E .
If E and F are expressions in E, then (E F), (F E), (F E), (F E), (F E), (E + ), a n d (E ) are e x p r essions in E . The underlying ideas are as follows:
A R: Base cases. fif g then Eg: if the guard g is satis ed in the current state, the execution of E is a visible action. E F: (union): The initialization results from the initializations of both subsystems. The system uses the rules from both systems.
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! The construction O E can be used to hide all activities of E and make only its nal state E 1 visible. It is often used when joining initializations of subsystems. F E: (alternation): The initialization consists of initializing both subsystems.
Each visible action consists of one step of E followed by one step of F. F E: (sequencing II): The initialization consists of initializing both subsystems. Each visible action consists of rst applying the rules of E until a xpoint is reached, and then applying the rules of F until a xpoint is reached.
E + : (external xpoint): There is no initialization. Each visible action consists of initializing E a n d a p p l y i n g t h e r u l e s o f E until a xpoint is reached.
E : (internal xpoint): The initialization consists of the initialization of E. E a c h visible action consists of applying the rules of E until a xpoint is reached.
De nition 15 The formal semantics of expressions is de ned in terms of operators I : E ! E, P : E ! R and Q : E ! R { c orresponding to an initialization and two expressions in R describing the behavior in parallel resp. sequential contexts. The de nition is given in Figure 5 . Two systems E and F are equivalent, E F, i those three o p erators return the same results on them.
Fig. 5. Semantics of System Expressions
De nition 16 For a system E, the nal state is given by the static Algebra
. If in case of the iteration operator, there is no xpoint, the system de nes an in nite computation (cf. server processes). The mappings I, P, a n d Q provide all information needed for composing expressions in a useful way: I: Reaching the initial con guration: (I(E)) 1 is the initial state of E.
P: Description of actions (elementary rules or complex transitions represented by an expression in R) which can be executed atomically in this system. Q: The e ect of running the system E in isolation on a given state: starting E in a state A, it stops in (Q(E))(A) or de nes an in nite process. Corollary 2 An Evolving Algebra E = ( Z R) is equivalent to the system R Z : (Z R) ( 
(O I(E)) (O I(F)) (O I(G)) I((E F) G).
For an Evolving Algebra E, I(E ) = I(E), but P(E ) = ( P(E)) 6 = P(E). This di erence is of importance when joining systems: in a join with E, the rules of E are visible whereas in a join with E only the whole e ect is visible.
Apart from the above-mentioned kind of union, where the rules of both systems can be applied, an encapsulated u n i o n can be de ned as E F := E F .
Example 2 With this, the starting example can easily be r eformulated a s C O C S OS C O . The initialization consists of initializing all subsystems, the behaviour on a given state of each subsystem is aggregated to an atomic transition from the point of view of the main system.
Operational Model
The operations of E are implemented by constructions of Evolving Algebras. Systems are di erent from a classic Evolving Algebra only in the point that their rules are not completely given explicitly in Pascal-style notation but can also be given implicitly by the behavior of other systems. As mentioned, an Evolving Algebra itself is a system which is completely described \by itself".
In the following, it is shown how e v ery system S can be described operationally by a system of Evolving Algebras mirroring the above i d e a s :
Rules: Classical Evolving Algebra rules \if g then u": If g is satis ed in the current state, then execute the updates u.
Complex rules \if g then E": Operations in a given state A: i f g is satis ed in A, then copy A and execute E until it stops and obtain a new state A 0 . L e t M be the set of locations which are updated. Then the rule if g then init(A 0 j M ) is a rule.
Systems:
For a state sequence P starting in a state A and ending in a state A 0 , let R(P) be the set of locations which are read before they are updated the rst time, and M(P) be the set of locations which are updated. Also, when standing as a guard, let a static algebra A denote the rst-order formula V f(s 1 : : : s n ) = t: f(s 1 : : : s n ) 2 dom(A) a n d A(f(s 1 : : : s n )) = t 6 = undef : S := E = ( Z R): Initialization: init(Z). Rules: R.
S := E F: Initialization: perform the initializations of both subsystems and join the resulting states. Rules: rules of both subsystems. S := F E: According to the given semantics, S = F E holds.
Initialization: empty. , an abstract framework for reactive modules is presented which permits parallel composition and abstraction from the internal behaviour of modules. There, the focus is on the observable behaviour of communication variables, the transitions performed by composed modules are given in a declarative s t yle, similar to the transition oracle of BK94].
In this paper, the focus is on dynamic, operational aspects providing as well a formal speci cation as an operational model. Although it is primarily formulated in Evolving Algebra terms, the ideas of this work can be transferred to other formal speci cation methods with an underlying state-oriented concept. A similar approach for the state-oriented deductive database language Statelog which also can be used for speci cation has been presented in LML96] .
From the software engineering point of view, the concept can further be extended with the usual modularization concepts of import, export, visible signature, renaming, and hiding (cf. BHK90]).
The presented approach complements the method of re ning Evolving Algebras by di erent abstraction levels BR94]. There, the behaviour of rules performing complex changes on data structures in abstract terms is speci ed on a lower level in less abstract rules, and the ner speci cation is proven to be equivalent. For execution, the coarser rule system is replaced by the ner one. In contrast, in the hierarchical concept presented here, rules specifying a behaviour on a lower abstraction level are encapsulated as a system which is then called by the rules on the above level.
Another approach for composing Evolving Algebras for modeling concurrent computation has been presented in GR93]. There, the focus is on joining Evolving Algebras with a shared signature to provide a communication mechanism. BDR94] proposes another model for Occam, based on GR93], also using shared variables for communication.
Also, in GdL95], parallel execution of rules is formally examined, based on partial interpretations, using restriction, and overwriting.
Both approaches are concerned only with at rule sets, thus no sequential composition, iteration, or hierarchical structuring is considered.
The paper adapts the Evolving Algebra concept for specifying complex systems in a m o d u l a r style, also providing an abstract executable operational semantics for structured systems in general. The model-theoretic characterization also permits formal reasoning about such systems.
